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EASY PGP
Open PGP Cheatsheet

Install GPG Tools

The installer will install GPG for Mail, GPG keychain, GPGServices and Mac GPG. With all those
installed, you will have everything you need to send and receive encrypted emails.
•

Mac GPG - This is the brains of the operation.

•

GPG Keychain - An application to look after your keys.

•

GPG for Mail - A plug-in to make things easy in your Apple Mail application

•
GPGServices - This gives you access to GPG within OS X and applications such
as the Finder and text based applications. You get access to Services through a right click type
action on your mouse or the trackpad equivalent. Ctrl and left click will get you there too.

The Basics of Key Pairs

If I want you to send me an encrypted message I have to give you MY public key. Anything you
encrypt with my public key, the only person who can decrypt
is ME.
If I’m going to send you an encrypted message you have to
give me YOUR Public Key. If I use just that key to encrypt
some text or a file, the only person who can decrypt is YOU.

Use Good Passphrases

Encrypt with the
public key
belonging to the
person who is
going to decrypt

Get 1Password or Last Pass to look after your passwords / pass
phases for your keys. Use an easy to remember - Hard to crack
KEY PAIR BASICS
password to access your password manager. The best place to go to
get a good and easy to remember password is the xkcd Password
Generator Website.
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Encrypt Files and Folders Not Just Emails

Either just to protect your own files on your
own computer or files you want to send to
recipients. Go to the Finder and do a right
click to get to Services in the context
sensitive menu. Choose OpenPGP: Encrypt
File
Decrypt works the same way - Choose
OpenPGP: Decrypt File
Type to enter text

Clean up to maintain secrity

Don’t forget to delete the file you encrypted now you have the encrypted copy.
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Sharing your Public Key
When you make a new
Key Pair share the public
key to the public key
server. This will make it
easy for your friends to
get your public key and
be able to send you
encrypted emails.

Or you can send a public
key as a block of text or
as a .asc file. Add the
block of text into a text
document using the
Services menu. Create the
.asc file by exporting out
of GPG Keychain.

Don’t export with the secret or private key included.

Encrypted Email is Easy

You’ll be using the GPG Mail plug-in to automatically encrypt and decrypt your emails. Or use
Enigmail plug in if you use Postbox or Thunderbird email clients on your Mac.
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Buy the Good and Geeky Email Privacy and Security Book
on Amazon
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